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Abstract This study aims to examine the relationships between subdimensions of anxiety sensitivity and anxiety. The participants in the study were 841 undergraduate students (411 females; 430 males) randomly selected from three different faculties - Faculties of Technical Education, Education, and Sport Sciences - at Mugla Sıtkı Kocman University. Data collection instruments included the Anxiety Sensitivity Index-Revised, (ASI-R), and also Beck Anxiety Inventory, (BAI). The data were analyzed using Pearson product-moment correlation analysis and structural equation modeling. The results indicate that there were significant positive associations between subdimensions of anxiety sensitivity and anxiety. The results also indicated that the fear of cognitive dyscontrol subdimension of anxiety sensitivity was the most important predictor of the anxiety for emerging adults. Further research examining the relationships between subdimensions of anxiety sensitivity and anxiety are necessary to strengthen the current study’s findings.
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1. Introduction

Anxiety is a condition which can be recognized by emotional reaction which may depend on personal feelings including tension, stress and nervousness [1]. Anxiety can be affected by both external and internal stimuli [2, 3].

It is proposed here that anxiety sensitivity is displayed differently by each individual difference and it may sometimes be characterized by the fear of anxiety-related feelings. These feelings result from anxiety-related beliefs. However, sometimes as a result of these feelings individuals may do themselves some harm [4]. There are some hypotheses over anxiety sensitivity and these hypothesis increase the levels of anxiety existing before it exists and acts as a risk cause. So anxiety disorders go up. Correlational [5, 6] and longitudinal [7] research has been done with both adults and adolescents, which showed that anxiety sensitivity is higher for men than for women. The same result has also been observed for anxiety disorders although it has firstly been imagined as a risk cause only for panic. By looking at these results, there is an agreement among the researchers that this pattern is related to some other anxiety disorders.

It is suggested that anxiety sensitivity is a composition of three intercorrelated lower-order components. These components supply with an overly large amount of a common higher-order factor. Furthermore, physical, psychological, and social concerns are usually mentioned for these three lower-order components. As a result, Cox, Borger, and Enns [5] and Mosher et al. [67] say that anxiety sensitivity plays an important role in anxiety.

There are a lot of theories proposed connected to anxiety sensitivity. Among these theories, anxiety sensitivity is said to serve a premorbid risk factor for the development of anxiety pathology in the expectancy theory [4]. It is also mentioned that the development and the severity of a lot of fears and anxiety conditions are affected by three fundamental fears in the expectancy theory [4, 8]. According to expectancy theory, anxiety sensitivity is a genetically based aversion to anxiety that is combined with beliefs about the unwanted outcomes of anxiety [9]. When people who have high anxiety sensitivity level get anxious, they may explain or understand the symptoms caused by the anxiety incorrectly, and they might believe these symptoms will have harmful results so this has the potential to starts a cycle of anxiety behaviors [10, 11, 12]. Namely, pure anxiety has another anxiety type, and this type of anxiety may finally change into a panic attack [4, 13]. Individuals experiencing high anxiety sensitivity generally believe that they will experience some harmful feelings [14]. For example, these people may believe heart palpitations indicate a heart attack’s coming while people with low anxiety sensitivity feel the same heart palpitations as bothersome. The parts of fear are worse for anxiety-sensitive people than for others [15].

There has been some important point of views of many cognitive and behavioral theories of anxiety such as the fear
of anxiety more generally, an individual difference, and the concept of anxiety sensitivity [4, 17, 69]. Besides, some theoretical explanations have been proposed for the development of anxiety disorders [15]. For example, some people who experience high anxiety sensitivity may fear palpitations because they have some concerns about a heart attack or they fear sweating in public areas due to their own negative social evaluation. When we look at the anxiety sensitivity theory [4], people experiencing high anxiety sensitivity experience amplified fear at the time of stimuli that cause anxiety, and they draw conclusion that their anxiety symptoms are deterring by themselves [18].

Empirical studies have demonstrated that anxiety sensitivity is an important risk factor people with anxiety problems. Among these studies, firstly, it is signified that anxiety sensitivity presents as fear feelings which impact on the functioning of the senses [19, 20]. Secondly, anxiety sensitivity levels are higher for people who have anxiety disorders [21]. Thirdly, in studies with healthy adults [22] and adolescents [23], they signify that even after anxiety sensitivity controls for trait anxiety, it has a prediction on the future occurrence of anxiety symptoms and panic attacks. It has also been understood in the research that there is a connection between anxiety sensitivity and the cognitive symptoms of anxiety [24, 25]. Koszycki and Bradwejn’s study [46] shows that there is a relationship between the fear of cognitive dyscontrol subdimension of the anxiety sensitivity and panic-related disorders. Also, according to Yazıcı [68] there is a relationship between the negative emotionality and anxiety sensitivity.

The relationship between anxiety sensitivity and various forms of anxiety-related psychopathology has been demonstrated in the research on anxiety sensitivity subdimensions [26]. Panic-related phenomena and the fear of bodily feelings are factors mostly associated with each other [27]. Anxiety sensitivity is raised in panic disorder as well as other anxiety disorders. It is thought to promote to the maintenance and severity of anxiety symptoms [28]. Also, the fear of cognitive dyscontrol factor and depression are reasonably connected to each other [27]. Social anxiety is mostly related to the social concerns factor [29, 30].

All of the above studies suggest that multidimensional assessment of anxiety sensitivity is valuable and supports the view that further research should focus on the relationships between anxiety sensitivity and anxiety-related variables. When the literature is examined, the importance of the current research shall be more explicitly seen considering the fact that neither a national nor an international research directly examining the relationship between anxiety sensitivity and anxiety was encountered. Hence, this study’s main goal was to define whether anxiety sensitivity was related to anxiety. The current study’s results are consideration to give significant information about the creation of anxiety in emerging adulthood period. Emerging adulthood contains a period of development between adolescence and adulthood, generally including the 18-29 age range. Arnett [70] suggested emerging adulthood as a new life period at ages 18-29, one distinct from both the adolescence that precedes it and the young adulthood that eventually follows. Arnett also emphasizes five distinguishing features of emerging adulthood: the age of identity explorations, the age of instability, the most self-focused age, the age of feeling in-between, and the age of possibilities.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Model

This is a quantitative and relational study aimed at examining the relationship between subdimensions of anxiety sensitivity and anxiety. Therefore, Pearson product-moment correlation analysis was used to explain for relationships between anxiety sensitivity and anxiety; structural equation modeling was employed for elucidating anxiety sensitivity and panic-related disorders. The data were gathered by Anxiety Sensitivity Index-Revised, (ASI-R) [31], and Beck Anxiety Inventory, (BAI) [32].

2.2. Participants

Since this study was carried out on teacher candidates -prospective teachers-, the data were collected by randomly selected undergraduate students studying in department of physical education and sports teaching of School of Physical Education and Sports and different departments of the Faculties of Technical Education and Education at Mugla Sıtkı Koçman University. The study was designed in survey study model and 880 undergraduate students from different departments constituted the sample group of the study which was determined by simple random sampling of probability sampling method. The participants were 880 undergraduate students who took part in the study voluntarily and informed consent was obtained for all participants. Instruments used in the context of this research were applied to 880 participants. Prior to analyzing the data, participants’ responses on the instruments were reviewed. It was determined that 39 undergraduate students had left a significant number of scale items empty (at least 5%) or demonstrated central tendency bias; thus, they were excluded from data set. The data analyses were conducted on the responses of the remaining 841 participants, 411 females (48.88%) and 430 males (51.12%). They were in 20-27 (emerging adulthood period) age range and, average age was 23.86 with a standard deviation of 2.17. 25.6 % of the participants were freshmen, 23.5% sophomores, 24.8% juniors, and 26.1% of them were seniors.

2.3. Instruments

Anxiety Sensitivity Index-Revised (ASI-R) A self-report questionnaire of 36 items, the ASI-R [31] measures the fear related to emotions of anxiety. The scale is an extended
The SCL-90-R (severely, I could barely stand it). In the inventory, total was quite high (alpha= .92), and the concurrent validity with somatic and cognitive symptoms. The internal inconsistency reactions .85, and fear of cognitive dyscontrol .89. Symptoms such as nervousness and fear of losing control. Items which measures the common clinical anxiety symptoms evaluate psychological symptoms, 5 of them evaluate cognitive aspects and 3 symptoms assess both somatic and cognitive symptoms. The internal inconsistency was quite high (alpha=.92), and the concurrent validity with the SCL-90-R [45] anxiety subscale r=.81: Steer, Ranieri, Beck, and Clark [37] was quite satisfactory, and the inventory also demonstrated an average concurrent validity with the Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale [38] in 367 outpatients with anxiety disorders r=.56: Beck and Steer [39]. Ulusoy, Şahin, and Erkmen [40] adapted the inventory in Turkey and found that the internal consistency coefficient as .93. The Cronbach’s alpha for the inventory was found .89 in the current study.

2.4. Procedures

A permit to collect data was acquired from the administration of Faculties of Technical Education, Education, and Sport Sciences at Mugla Sıtkı Kocman University, and significant data was obtained from where the classes and divisions were randomly selected by the researcher. While collecting the data, the undergraduate students were provided with the convenient time and proper environment to answer the questions as groups in a classroom.

2.5. Data Analysis

In this study, the model was created by testing the relationships between the anxiety sensitivity and anxiety variables using Structural equation modeling (SEM). While conducting the statistical analysis of the data, SPSS 17.00 and LISREL 8.70 were used. Accordingly, Pearson product-moment correlation analysis and structural equation modeling were used for analysing the correlation between anxiety sensitivity and anxiety. SEM, uses the combination of statistical data and qualitative casual assumptions to test and estimate casual relations. The aforementioned model was tested in terms of how well it fit the data, and was found that the casual assumptions included in the model had falsifiable results which in turn could be tested towards the data itself. SEM’s strengths are its ability to construct latent variables which are not measured directly; rather estimated from several measurable variables that are assumed to “tap into” the latent variables. According to Grimm and Yarnold [41], Kline [42], and Sümer [43] this is a strength since it provides the modeler with the opportunity to find out the unreliability of a measurement and accordingly, enables the modeler to estimate accurately the structural correlation between latent variables [44].

3. Results

According to the results of this research there is a significant relationship between anxiety and subdimensions of anxiety sensitivity, and subdimensions of anxiety sensitivity important predictors of anxiety for prospective teachers.

3.1. The Relationship between Anxiety and Subdimensions of anxiety sensitivity

The relationship between anxiety and subdimensions of anxiety sensitivity was tested by using Pearson product-moment correlation analysis and results are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anxiety Sensitivity</th>
<th>FRS</th>
<th>FPOAR</th>
<th>FCS</th>
<th>FCD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>.44**</td>
<td>.47**</td>
<td>.42**</td>
<td>.49**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < .01 (FRS Fear of Respiratory Symptoms, FPOAR, Fear of Publicly Observable Anxiety Reactions, FCS Fear of Cardiovascular Symptoms, FCD Fear of Cognitive Dyscontrol)

Table 1 shows that anxiety is positively related to fear of respiratory symptoms, fear of publicly observable anxiety reactions, fear of cardiovascular symptoms, and fear of cognitive dyscontrol subdimensions of anxiety sensitivity.

3.2. The Prediction of Anxiety by Subdimensions of Anxiety Sensitivity

Structural equation modeling was performed to predict anxiety by subdimensions of anxiety sensitivity and the results are given in Figure 1. Figure 1 illustrates the developed structural model (standardized coefficients).
The total points of subdimensions of anxiety sensitivity predict the anxiety between .31 and .59. As can be seen in Figure 1, the data obtained fit well model. The fitness coefficients related to the developed structural model are above the acceptable limits. For example, the value of NFI=.93, NNFI=.95, IFI=.97, GFI=.92, AGFI=.88, RMR=.07; SRMR=.05, R2=789.89, df=275, and χ2/df=2.87. These values indicate that the model is acceptable [42]. Standardized path coefficients were used to explain the effect of the independent variables -subdimensions of anxiety sensitivity- on anxiety. In this study, path coefficients ranged from .31 and .59 that is, all of the values were higher than .30. According to Kline [42], path coefficients with values around .30 could suggest a “typical effect”, and values ≥.50 a “large effect”.

4. Discussion

The results of this study support the view that all subdimensions of anxiety sensitivity are important factors that affect the anxiety level of late adolescents. The results also indicated that the fear of cognitive dyscontrol subdimension of anxiety sensitivity was the most important predictor of the anxiety for late adolescents.

In addition, the fear of openly recognizable anxiety responses subdimension of anxiety sensitivity is a prediction for anxiety. This result shows that the fear that is being openly scorned or criticised for reflecting anxiety symptoms is related to stimulation, and likewise fear, in the adolescent population. These social situations are known to start the panic attacks, and afterwards, are connected to full of fear avoidance behavior [15, 17]. The fear of breathing indications subdimension was discovered to have a relationship for late adolescents. It appeared that the extent to which anxiety symptoms experienced by late adolescents was related to a fear of respiratory indications [46]. Eventually, an important relationship was discovered between the fear of cardiovascular symptoms subdimension and anxiety for the late adolescent population. It appeared to be coherent with research having used biological challenges [47, 48], and emphasized this subdimension as an important predictor of fear reactions.

Anxiety sensitivity is thought as an obligatory cause for the nursing and development of anxiety disorders [8]. It can be said that there is much changeability in experiencing anxiety. While some people can easily feel stressful when they are provoked less, the others need more stressful situations to feel the same feeling. Trait anxiety is related to personal differences [49]. Namely, people experience anxiety in different ways [50]. There is a wide definition of trait anxiety and we can understand it by looking at however much tendency to become anxious individuals have and how it is seen as dangerous feeling [51]. Anxiety sensitivity is a significant factor for development and manifestation of anxiety disorders [18]. Troubling beliefs or thoughts after some negative events include the fear of anxiety, and so anxiety sensitivity appears [50, 52]. People can feel the sensation of fear because of the possible physical, psychological, or social consequences. When college students experience a social interaction, it has been discovered that anxiety sensitivity is a prediction for anxious reactions [53]. Reiss and McNally [8] have formed a hypothesis that anxiety sensitivity is obligatory for the nursing and development of anxiety disorders.

Physical, mental, and publicly observable experience fear of types are included in anxiety sensitivity [30]. All of these fears have a potential of increasing preexisting anxiety [4]. A
person’s fear of becoming insane or losing control was associated with the experience of a lot of anxiety symptoms. This study is coherent with prior research, and anxious patients misunderstand their anxiety symptoms in this research. They feel this sensation is a disorder of mental disturbance [5, 46, 54]. Deacon and Abramowitz [55] say that the fear of cognitive dyscontrol subdimension is associated with anxiety disorders strongly. These anxiety disorders can contain obsessive-compulsive disorder in addition to generalised anxiety disorder, and panic disorder. Clark [17] said that the role of the fear of cognitive dyscontrol can be misunderstood as an indicator of loose one’s senses.

There is variability not only in the inclination for experiencing anxiety, but also in the fear of experiencing anxiety symptoms of individuals. The individual differences related to the fear of anxiety are represented by the construct of anxiety sensitivity [8]. Anxiety sensitivity is a firm and trait like characteristic of pre-dispositional construct. This construct indicates that the fear of anxiety can be associated with troubling thoughts or beliefs of symptoms after the individuals experience some negative consequences of the feelings [50, 52]. For instance, while a person who has high anxiety sensitivity level feels that he or she is having a big problem such as a heart attack, another person who has low anxiety sensitivity level just feels and thinks that there is an uncomfortable and unpleasant situation [50]. Other people also can fear these feelings because of the concerns of their social evaluation, as well as fearing anxiety based on a misunderstanding of impending physical or mental complications [56].

The significant role of anxiety sensitivity in anxiety pathology becomes apparent by comparing anxiety sensitivity scores between persons with different clinical symptom or between patients with versus without symptom [57]. Wheaton, Deacon, McGrath, Berman, and Abramowitz [58] observed that physical, social, and cognitive concerns subscale scores of patients with any anxiety disorder had significantly higher scores than controls. Allan, Capron, Raines, and Schmidt [24] and Olthuis, Watt, and Stewart [59] found that the anxiety disorder group confirmed more serious physical and cognitive concerns than the other groups.

The global anxiety sensitivity factor interceded the connection between the development of anxiety symptoms and stress, in addition to concerns about mental incapacitation and disease. Among children and adolescents, the uncontrollable stressful things in life have been involved in the pathogenesis of anxiety symptomatology [60]. Accumulating evidence showed that the anxiety symptoms were associated with anxiety sensitivity in children and adolescents [18, 61]. The development of psychopathology characterizes the adolescence period in a higher risk rate Essau, Sasagawa, and Ollendick, [62] than the other topics in development. Also, troubling situations are more connected to the appearance of negative effect during the adolescence stage. Adolescents become more unprotected to the effects of strain in an emotional manner [63].

It was observed that there were individual differences in anxiety sensitivity, which were thought to derive from a combination of influences of genetic variation and certain previous experiences which cause a conventional belief regarding the potentially aversive outcomes of arousal and anxiety-related states [9, 64]. The Anxiety Sensitivity Index was administered to nearly 50 college students by Maller and Reiss [7], and the students were followed in the future for evaluation of future diagnostic status. According to the findings, the students who had high Anxiety Sensitivity Index scores had five times greater risk for developing an anxiety disorder than another group with low baseline Anxiety Sensitivity Index scores in the three-year period.

People who believe that anxiety symptoms point out negative social and physical results are considered to be more unprotected to the development of anxiety pathology. People who have high anxiety sensitivity are more possible to behave in different ways related to anxiety, such as increased heart rate or sweating, and they misunderstand these symptoms as harmful and terrible. These explanations of bodily feelings may cause more anxiety and can cause to continue a vicious cycle by increasing. Finally, this process cause to avoidance, panic attacks, or raised anxiety symptoms [4, 7]. People who have a high level of anxiety sensitivity suffer more from, for example, heart attacks after a fear with heart palpitations than the others who have a low level of anxiety sensitivity. Because they believe that these feelings are temporary and comparatively not harmful. Barlow, Chorpita, and Turovsky [16] said that anxiety sensitivity increases anxiety reactions. Because the awareness of anxiety symptoms causes to enhanced anxiety associated with harmful results. And this vicious cycle continues by increasing the anxiety symptoms. For example, Broman-Fulks, Urbaniak, Bondy, and Toomey [65] and Kurdziel, Collado-Rodriguez, Townsend, MacPherson, and Lejuez [66] found that individuals with high anxiety sensitivity reported engaging in significantly fewer risk-taking behaviors than those with low anxiety sensitivity.

5. Conclusions

In this study, it was found that there was a positive relationship between subdimensions of anxiety sensitivity and anxiety. Fear of respiratory symptoms, fear of publicly observable anxiety reactions, fear of cardiovascular symptoms, and fear of cognitive dyscontrol subdimensions of anxiety sensitivity were associated with anxiety in emerging adults. This study also revealed that Fear of respiratory symptoms, fear of publicly observable anxiety reactions, fear of cardiovascular symptoms, and fear of cognitive dyscontrol subdimensions of anxiety sensitivity significantly explains anxiety.

As a result of the current study, it can be said that anxiety sensitivity is an important risk factor to identify in emerging adults with anxiety. It should be noted that within this
context, subdimensions of anxiety sensitivity are closely connected with many biopsychosocial problems such as several anxiety disorders, panic attacks, maladaptive perfectionist tendencies, negative emotionality, avoidance behaviors, and depressive tendencies.

6. Limitations

There are certain limitations with regards to the assessment of the applicability of the results obtained from this study. First limitation is that this study solely comprised graduate students in the department of education, which means that this study may not reflect the varying experiences and requirements of students in other departments. Furthermore, the graduate students in the department of education may not have been represented wholly, since the sample size was small. The second limitation which may be encountered in the study derives from the self-report feature of the instruments used. Since the aforementioned instruments solely relied on the individual perceptions of participants, inaccurate or falsified self-reports may significantly influence the accuracy of the study. The fact that participants generally aimed to provide socially “correct” answers rather than “honest” ones may influence the reliability of the self-report aspect of the study. To sum up, in addition to anxiety sensitivity, other aspects such as cognitive, physiological, and personality factors may have an influence on the study. For this reason, further researches may be required in order to identify the aforementioned factors and the extent of their influence on anxiety sensitivity and experiences.

7. Recommendations

In spite of these limitations, the study may be considered successful due to having revealed important correlations between the subdimensions of anxiety sensitivity and anxiety and having improved the previous research. It may also be asserted that it provided significant information related to the subject, of which the results would provide significant data on the formation of anxiety in emerging adulthood period. Hence, these results may shed a light to future researches and intervention strategies on revealing the particularly important aspects of anxiety sensitivity.

The behavioral problems in the emerging adulthood period should be accurately prevented. Within this context, preventive counseling services should comprise the education of healthy ways for managing the problems in the emerging adulthood period, which are considered to be useful for the individuals, parents, and educators.
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